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boats, Fishing/Utility tunnels, bass boats, center-console boats, AND high performance and 
racing tunnels, modified tunnel (Mod-VP), modified Vee hulls). 
   

TBDP/VBDP Version 8 has dozens of NEW Features 
See ALL the TBDP/VBDP standard features, screen samples, and 'how-it-works'! 

 

*** Accurate Performance Prediction through full velocity range;  hull optimization 
*** Dynamic Stability Analysis - see hull stability at all speeds (not just while at rest on the 
trailer!) 
*** NEW Whisker Spray analysis - Advanced hydrodynamics and Whisker Spray drag analysis 
gives highly accurate drag contributions to powerboat performance predictions & optimization. 
*** NEW 2015 Motor Wizard - includes over 1750 OEM engine specs, making input of your 
engine data to TBDP©/VBDP© as simple as picking your motor from a list. 
*** NEW Lower/Drive Unit drag analysis, includes Torpedo drag, skeg drag, leg drag, induced 
drag and spray drags [using surface piercing flow analysis]. 
*** NEW Lifting Strakes, Spray Rails & Trim Tabs analysis 
*** NEW “Auto 1-2-3 Performance Analysis" Wizard - steps through easy steps to calculate 
Maximum Velocity, Trim Angle analysis and Power (Acceleration/Elapsed Time) analysis. 
*** NEW Performance Analysis Wizard -  design-based Report that compiles a narrative 
summary of unique key characteristics of your performance analysis - even recommendations! 
*** NEW Porpoise Analysis - XPorpoise is a breakthrough engineering tool developed by AR 
that predicts your hull's susceptibility to porpoising. 

See ALL the TBDP/VBDP features, screen samples, and 'how-it-works'! 
Check out review of AR's NEW Version 8 "Tunnel Boat Design" software and "Vee Boat Design" 
software in Powerboat & RIB magazine! 

Get the new TBDP/VBDP software!   
  

 

More of Jimboat's Feature Articles 

Jimboat outlines secrets of 'Anatomy of a Blow-Over!' 
'Attitude Adjustment' - How to Optimize your boat's running trim 
'Spray Rails and Lifting Strakes' 
'Outboard Jack Plates for Performance in Powerboats' 
'Step Design in Powerboats' 
'Successful Propeller Testing for Performance'  

 
"Vee pad design", Vee hull design and performance powerboat design 
Gearcase & Propeller "Blowout" 
"Chine Walking" - why it happens and how to fix it 
"How Trim Angle and engine height affects performance" 
Jimboat interviews star of F1 H20 World Championship circuit, Shaun 
Torrente 
 
   

 ...and check out lot's more of Jimboat's FREE articles here...  
 

See you next time! 
 
/Jimboat 
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